We suggest an e ective approach to separation of variables in the Schr odinger equation with two space variables. Using it we classify inequivalent potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ) such that the corresponding Schr odinger equations admit separation of variables. Besides that, we carry out separation of variables in the Schr odinger equation with the anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential V = k 1 x 2 1 + k 2 x 2 2 and obtain a complete list of coordinate systems providing its separability. Most of these coordinate systems depend essentially on the form of the potential and do not provide separation of variables in the free Schr odinger equation (V = 0).
I. Introduction
The problem of separation of variables (SV) in the two-dimensional Schr odinger equation {u t + u x 1 x 1 + u x 2 x 2 = V (x 1 ; x 2 )u (1) as well as the most of classical problems of mathematical physics can be formulated in a very simple way (but this simplicity does not, of course, imply an existence of easy On leave from the Institute of Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Tereshchenkivska Str.3, 252004 Kiev, Ukraine e-mail: asrz@pta3.pt.tu-clausthal.de way to its solution). To separate variables in Eq.(1) one has to construct such functions R(t;x); ! 1 (t;x); ! 2 (t;x) that the Schr odinger equation (1) after being rewritten in the new variables z 0 = t; z 1 = ! 1 (t;x); z 2 = ! 2 (t;x); v(z 0 ;z) = R(t;x)u(t;x) (2) separates into three ordinary di erential equations (ODEs). From this point of view the problem of SV in Eq. (1) is studied in 1]{ 4].
But no less important problem is the one of description of potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ) such that the Schr odinger equation admits variable separation. That is why saying about SV in Eq. (1) we imply two mutually connected problems. The rst one is to describe all such functions V (x 1 ; x 2 ) that the corresponding Schr odinger equation (1) can be separated into three ODEs in some coordinate system of the form (2) (classi cation problem). The second problem is to construct for each function V (x 1 ; x 2 ) obtained in this way all coordinate systems (2) enabling us to carry out SV in Eq.(1).
Up to our knowledge, the second problem has been solved provided V = 0 2, 3] and V = x ?2 1 + x ?2 2 1]. The rst one was considered in a restricted sense in 4]. Authors using symmetry approach to classi cation problem obtained some potentials providing separability of Eq. To have a right to say about description of all potentials and all coordinate systems making it possible to separate the Schr odinger equation one has to give a de nition of SV. One of the possible de nitions of SV in partial di erential equations (PDEs) is proposed in our paper 6]. It is based on the concept of Ansatz suggested by Fushchych 7] and on ideas contained in the paper by Koornwinder 8] . The said de nition is quite algorithmic in the sense that it contains a regular algorithm of variable separation in partial di erential equations which can be easily adapted to handle both linear 6, 9] and nonlinear 10] PDEs. In the present paper we apply the said algorithm to solve the problem of SV in Eq. (1) .
Consider the following system of ODEs: As a result one gets some over-determined system of PDEs for the functions Q(t;x); ! 1 (t;x); ! 2 (t;x). On solving it one obtains a complete description of all coordinate systems and potentials providing SV in the Schr odinger equation. Naturally, an expression complete description makes sense only within the framework of our de nition. So if one uses a more general de nition it may be possible to construct new coordinate systems and potentials providing separability of Eq.(1). But all solutions of the Schr odinger equation with separated variables known to us t into the scheme suggested by us and can be obtained in the above described way.
II. Classi cation of potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ).
We do not adduce in full detail computations needed because they are very cumbersome. We shall restrict ourselves to pointing out main steps of the realization of the above suggested algorithm.
First of all we make a remark, which makes life a little bit easier. It is readily seen that a substitution of the form
a ! 0 a = a ( 1 ; 2 ); a = 1; 2;
does not alter the structure of relations (3), (4) 
where the summation over the repeated index a from 1 to 2 is understood. and what is more, functions ! 1 ; ! 2 ; Q satisfy an over-determined system of nonlinear Thus, to solve the problem of SV for the linear Schr odinger equation it is necessary to construct general solution of system of nonlinear PDEs (7). Roughly speaking, to solve a linear equation one has to solve a system of nonlinear equations! This is the reason why so far there is no complete description of all coordinate systems providing separability of the four-dimensional wave equation 3] .
But in the case involved we have succeeded in integrating system of nonlinear PDEs (7). Our approach to integration of it is based on the following change of variables (hodograph transformation) z 0 = t; z 1 = Z 1 (t; ! 1 ; ! 2 ); z 2 = Z 2 (t; ! 1 ; ! 2 ); v 1 = x 1 ; v 2 = x 2 where z 0 ; z 1 ; z 2 are new independent and v 1 ; v 2 are new dependent variables correspondingly.
Using the hodograph transformation determined above we have constructed the general solution of equations 1{3 from (7). It is given up to the equivalence relation (6) by one of the following formulae: Substituting the obtained expressions for the functions Q; ! 1 ; ! 2 into the last equation from the system (7) and splitting with respect to variables x 1 ; x 2 we get explicit forms of potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ) and systems of nonlinear ODEs for unknown functions A(t); B(t); W(t); W 1 (t); W 2 (t). We have succeeded in integrating these and in constructing all coordinate systems providing SV in the initial equation (1) .
Here we consider in detail integration of the fourth equation of system (7) for the case 2 from (8), since computations needed are not so lengthy as for other cases.
First, we make several important remarks which introduce an equivalence relation on the set of potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ). 
It is readily seen that the class of Ans atze is transformed into itself by the above change of variables. That is why, potentials (9) and (10) The above transformations also do not alter the structure of the Ansatz (5). That is why, systems of coordinates t 0 ; x 0 1 ; x 0 2 and t; x 1 ; x 2 are considered as equivalent.
Now we turn to the integration of the fourth equation of system (7). Substituting into it the expressions for the functions ! 1 ; ! 2 ; Q given by formulae 2 from (8) 
In the above equality B 01 ; B 02 ; R 0 (t); W(t) are unknown functions to be determined from the requirement that the right-hand side of (14) does not depend on t.
Di erentiating (14) with respect to t and taking into account the equalities ! 1t = _ W ; ! 2t = 0
we have 
Consequently, the case 2 from (8) gives rise to two classes of the separable Schr odinger equations (1).
Cases 1, 3, 4 from (8) are considered in an analogous way but computations involved are much more cumbersome. As a result, we obtain the following list of inequivalent potentials V (x 1 ; x 2 ) providing separability of the Schr odinger equation. In the above formulae V 1 ; V 2 are arbitrary smooth functions, k 1 ; k 2 ; k 3 ; k 4 are arbitrary constants.
It should be emphasized that the above potentials are not inequivalent in a usual sense. These potentials di er from each other by the fact that the coordinate systems providing separability of the corresponding Schr odinger equations are di erent.
A complete list of coordinate systems providing SV in the Schr odinger equations with the above given potentials takes two dozens of pages. Therefore, we restrict ourself to considering the Schr odinger equation with anisotropic harmonic oscillator potential V (x 1 ; x 2 ) = k 1 x 2 1 + k 2 x 2 2 , k 1 6 = k 2 and Coulomb potential V (x 1 ; x 2 ) = k 1 (x 2 1 + x 2 2 ) ?1=2 .
III. Separation of variables in the Schr odinger equation with the anisotropic harmonic oscillator and the Coulomb potentials.
Here we will obtain all coordinate systems providing separability of the Schr odinger equa- 
where a; b are arbitrary non-null real constants (the factor 1 4 is introduced for further convenience).
As stated above to describe all coordinate systems t; ! 1 (t;x); ! 2 (t;x) providing separability of Eq. 
where ! 1 is given by one of the formulae from the rst and ! 2 { by one of the formulae from the second column of the Table 1 . admits SV in 9 inequivalent coordinate systems of the form (27), where ! 1 is given by one of the formulae from the rst and ! 2 { by one of the formulae from the second column of the Table 3 . Provided a 2 = 4b 2 , the above list should be supplemented by the coordinate system (29). Tables 1, 2 are complex equivalent to those listed in the Table 3 . But if u is a complex-valued function of real variables t; x 1 ; x 2 it is not the case. It is important to note that explicit forms of coordinate systems providing separability of Eqs. (21), (28), (30) 
IV. Conclusion
In the present paper we have studied the case when the Schr odinger equation (1) (1) and taking into account equations (7) 
Consequently, if we designate by X 0 1 , X 0 2 the operators X 1 , X 2 written in the initial variables t;x; u, then we get from (34) First of all, we note that the function z = z(t) is determined up to addition of an arbitrary constant. Really, the coordinate functions ! a have the following structure:
! a = yx a + z; a = 1; 2: But the coordinate system t; ! 1 ; ! 2 is equivalent to the coordinate system t; ! 1 + C 1 ; ! 2 +C 2 ; C a 2 R 1 . Hence it follows that the function z(t) is equivalent to the function z(t) + C with arbitrary real constant C. Consequently, provided 6 = 0, we can choose in Suppose that there exists an Ansatz u = Q(t;x)' 0 (! 0 (t;x))' 1 ! 1 (t;x) ' 2 ! 2 (t;x)
